
Circadence’s inCyt is a browser-based, strategy game that 
invites players to compete in epic cyber-themed battles. 
With no cyber security prerequisite knowledge required, players 
learn to gather intel and use gamified hack processes - like 
phishing and malware - to take out their opponent. Real-world 
cyber concepts are simplified into engaging, playful games increasing 
the Cyber IQ of all players.

Disrupt the standard, stale learning approach with games that reflect an 
organization’s progressive culture and improve cyber hygiene across the 
workforce.
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Increase Your Cyber IQ 
and Aptitude

Enhance the Cyber IQ of both the beginning learner and 
seasoned IT security professional with gamified cyber 
security exercises. 

Gain exposure to the latest threats while learning cyber 
hygiene best practices and honing defensive strategies.

Access performance metrics to understand organization 
security awareness posture.

Inclusive 
Approach 

Address Real-World 
Threats

Track Player 
Performance

TM



Security awareness learning made 
easy, engaging, and effective

Professional Development
Introduce non-technical employees to cyber security 
with real-world cyber safety concepts simplified into a 
multiplayer battle game.

Reduced Business Risk
With intuitive game play, employees compete against bots 
or their colleagues to increase their security awareness 
and decrease their organizational risk.

Increased Learning Retention
Active-learning models in the game improve information 
retention to 75% compared to 5% in traditional classroom 
environments. 

Personal Development
Each exercise provides useful information that 
professionals can apply at work and at home for added 
security benefit.

For Enterprise, Government 
and Academic Organizations 

Designed for companies that understand 
that the biggest cyberattack risk comes from 
vulnerabilities within the employee base.

With inCyt, build a culture where security is 
everyone’s responsibility.
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It’s so engaging, you don’t even realize
you’re improving your cyber awareness!
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